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Recent postmodern suspicion of truth, objectivity, and rationality has radi-
cally transformed our understanding of architecture and its relationship to
politics. In this paper, I draw upon Hilary Putnam (1981), Nelson Goodman
(1968), and Satya Mohanty (1997), who propose a sophisticated account of
objectivity by reexamining the “hard” sciences, and by interpreting them as
complex social practices. Building upon these writers, I argue that our sub-
jective experiences of architecture are rational. As an alternative to both
modern essentialism and postmodern skepticism, this paper defends a
theory of objectivity that explains the relationship of architecture to political
power without abandoning rational thought.

JEREMY BENTHAM’S PANOPTICON AND FOUCAULT’S NOTIONS OF SUR-
veillance are familiar themes postmodern architectural theorists in-
voke when they deal with questions of space, power, and
subjectivity.1 They do so to problematize architecture’s relationship
to politics. Postmodernists argue that modernism has concerned
itself exclusively with the formal and visual aspects of architecture
and has ignored architecture’s role in furthering political agendas.
Thus, instead of following “visible” and explicitly political symbols
of power, they seek the invisible means by which buildings embody
power relationships.

This interest in invisible politics has coincided with the dis-
semination of postmodern “theory” through journals such as Assem-
blage and ANY as well as through numerous books and anthologies.
Postmodernism in theory, however, has a different connotation
from postmodernism in practice. In architectural practice, the term
“postmodernism” has come to denote the pseudo-historical revival
of the 1980s. Robert Venturi introduced this populist rhetoric in
architectural practice through his publications, Complexity and Con-
tradiction (1966) and Learning from Las Vegas (1972); later, the
terms “postmodern” and “PoMo” entered common discourse when
they were popularized by Charles Jencks in The Language of Post-
Modern Architecture (1977). On the other hand, in architectural
theory, postmodernism represents a critique of the pseudo-revival
of postmodern architecture. Postmodern theory emerged in art,
aesthetics, and architecture with the publication of Hal Foster’s The
Anti-Aesthetic (1983). This theory questions the categories of aes-
thetics, truth, and rationality and aligns itself with structuralist and
poststructuralist theories in philosophy and literary criticism. In
architectural history and theory, this shift in thinking coincided
with the translation of Manfredo Tafuri’s influential Architecture
and Utopia: Design and Capitalist Development (1980). Tafuri criti-

cized modernism for its complicity with capitalism and for the op-
erative role “theory” played in legitimizing the modern agendas of
architects. His questioning of the easy translation of modernist
“theory” into practice undermined the credence of theory produced
by practicing architects.2 Since the 1980s, architectural theory has
been produced more often by architectural theorists than by prac-
ticing architects.3

More recently, a number of books, most particularly those
written by feminists and deconstructivist theorists, have introduced
a rich and provocative debate by giving space to issues as diverse as
sexuality, power, representation, gender, politics, and domesticity.4

They argue that architecture constructs and is constructed by poli-
tics, pointing out how the metaphor of “fashion” is repressed in the
construction of the modern movement, how the idea of a “pure”
modern space conceals and fetishizes sexuality, and how ideas for a
feminist architecture affect architectural practice. Perhaps it is un-
fair to generalize about such a diversity of essayists and theorists as
the “postmodernists” because most of them argue from particular
subject positions and hold differing viewpoints. Yet they share
claims about the relevance of truth, rationality, and objectivity in
their writings, and these call for a closer examination.

The advent of postmodernism has brought about a shift in
emphasis from object to subject, revealing unintended political
motivations in the constitution of knowledge. In rejecting an un-
derstanding of architecture as object, postmodern critics argue that
“architecture is not simply a platform that accommodates the view-
ing subject, but rather a viewing mechanism that produces the sub-
ject.”5 Beatrice Colomina, in her essay entitled, “The Split Wall:
Domestic Voyeurism,” analyzes photographs and drawings of the
interiors  of houses designed by Le Corbusier and Adolf Loos.
Colomina shows how the images of idealized, pure utopian spaces
conceal and enable the domestication that occurs inside. She illus-
trates her claim that buildings participate in producing domesti-
cated subjects by showing how they reinforce images of female
subjects as vulnerable, mysterious, and desirable sexual objects.
Similarly, in another essay entitled “Untitled: The Housing of Gen-
der” Mark Wigley discusses the complicity of spatial order with the
patriarchal authority described in Alberti’s writings. Wigley argues
that “place is not simply a mechanism for controlling sexuality.
Rather, it is the control of sexuality by systems of representation
that produces place.”6 According to Wigley, representation has spe-
cific ideological functions. He states that, “the effect of the mask is
that space appears to precede representation and therefore assumes
a specific ideological function.”7 He also questions the concept of
“rationality”  as a construct of knowing. In criticizing “rationality”
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and “order” he claims that “the building masquerades as order. Or-
der itself becomes a mask. This mask of order uses figures of ratio-
nality to conceal the irrationality of both individuals and society.”
According to Wigley, “rationality is literally added to the building
as the representation of an effacement of representation.”8

Such theoretical arguments have not only destabilized archi-
tecture; they have completely unsettled the way we experience
buildings and urban spaces. While it is important that traditional
“essentialist” ideas of architecture and space be problematized, it is
equally crucial to examine the methodologies at play in the investi-
gation. Herein, I examine postmodern methodologies and argue
that both recognition of the cognitive role of our experience of ar-
chitecture and understanding of objectivity are critical to the mod-
ern–postmodern debate.9 My aim here is to contest the postmodern
critiques leveled against objectivity and show how broader notions
of rationality are fundamental to architectural theory.

Experience of Architecture and Cognition

Postmodernists criticize the modern theorization of the experience
of architecture. They argue that positivist epistemology has reduced
our experience of architecture to facts and properties, by discount-
ing its emotional, moral, and ethical content. In the positivist ob–
ject-subject split, the experience of architecture has been narrowly
determined by functional coordinates and accepted as a source of
objective knowledge.10 This is because its objectivity and its truth
can be logically deduced or empirically verified. On the other hand,
our emotional responses to architecture and our preference for cer-
tain aesthetic values have come to represent a purely subjective do-
main that cannot be grounded in reason. Subjective preferences, for
this reason, have not been accepted as a legitimate source of knowl-
edge.11 In the modernist object–subject split, the full cognitive po-
tential of our experience of architecture has remained unrecognized,
and it has been perceived narrowly as pure, visual, and abstract, de-
void of any subjective dimension.  Robert Venturi’s famous observa-
tion that modernism has reduced the Vitruvian triad to “commodity
plus fitness equals delight” clearly exemplifies the instrumental defi-
nitions of knowledge associated with modernism.12

Furthermore, the separation of experience from its moral and
ethical content and the separation of architecture from its social,
political, and cultural context have created an autonomous space for
architecture. Postmodernists contend that a visionary and autono-
mous image of modern architecture has been achieved by a complex
maneuver. The object is first decontextualized from the specificity

of its social, political,  cultural, and physical context, and then
recontextualized as a “visual representation” to be judged on specifi-
cally aesthetic and formalist terms.13 The iconic image of Le
Corbusier’s Villa Savoye as representing modern ideas of space is
one such example of how an image of autonomous architectural
form has been created and legitimized by a variety of mechanisms.

This reduction of architecture to an image has allowed such
aesthetic properties as formal unity, truth, and emphasis on space
to be achieved through rational means, which thereby have been
perceived to have international application to effect social change.
Such an easy conflation of the rationality of the autonomous archi-
tectural form with utopian social agendas, postmodernists contend,
has helped mask the operation of ideological forces, such as those
of capitalism and colonialism. For example, the manner in which
the Crystal Palace conflated the values of technical rationality with
the utopian ideals of a social and democratic space shows how au-
tonomous architectural forms have been projected to embody so-
cial ideals. The fact that the Crystal  Palace not only fostered
commodification, but was an artful player in the British colonial
enterprise as well, also points to how such conflation has been used
to mask ideological operations.14

Although, to a degree, the postmodern criticism of modern-
ism is justified, it could also be argued that postmodern epistemol-
ogy also denies a legitimate role to the experience of architecture.
This is not because theorists consider it to be subjective or emo-
tional, but because they argue that our aesthetic experience and aes-
thetic judgments are “disguised constructions” that reproduce
asymmetries of power. More importantly, postmodern theorists ask:
How are we to decide whose experience of architecture should be
taken seriously, given that one’s experience reflects a construction
specific to one’s subjectivity? For example, a public plaza could be
perceived in many different ways. Is it a place for procession, cel-
ebration, or activism? Or is it an informal place for people to sit and
enjoy the outdoors? Or is it a meeting place for mothers to social-
ize and for children to play? Or do these romantic ideas of open-
ness and playing children in reality mask a space that is under
constant surveillance? Postmodernists point to the diversity of such
viewpoints. In emphasizing this diversity, they question the crite-
ria by which we judge a particular reading to be more legitimate
than another. They question what is held as valuable in a given con-
text, by whom, and in whose political interests. Through such ques-
tioning, they have critiqued “aesthetic” and “beauty”—qualities
perceived to be inherent and thus universally valid. In his book
Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste (1984), Pierre
Bourdieu has shown how aesthetic discourse universalizes the ob-
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ject of value by assuming that the aesthetic—a distinct category of
human experience—is universally recognizable. This universality, in
turn, establishes the universality of aesthetic judgments and values,
thus guarding the value of that object. Bourdieu has characterized
this vicious cycle as “the circular circulation of inter-legitimation.”15

He argues that patterns of taste are class specific and reinforce the
political and economic domination of one class over another.

The problem, however, is not this uncovering of the complic-
ity of class dominations with aesthetic tastes, but that postmodernists
take the political complicity of values as a given, and abandon discus-
sion of aesthetic judgments and objective evaluations.16 Such think-
ing is also central to architectural criticism. Postmodernists demand
that we wean ourselves from the fiction of “pure” space and revel in-
stead in the possibilities opened up by impure, scopic, and controlled
regimes. But if we agree with the postmodern view and suspend our
judgment, can we still talk about more or less gender-responsive
space? Can we compare and legitimately discuss how the political and
ideological complicity of one space is better than another? To me,
these questions reveal the relativism inherent in postmodern claims.
Furthermore, it is ironic that, even though we are uncomfortable in
our awareness of architecture’s participation in politics, we continue
to accept theoretical premises that do not allow a more responsive
architecture.

More recently, critics have begun to question this easy accep-
tance of surveillance as a construct for understanding architectural
space. Influenced by the notion of “everyday life” developed by
French philosopher Henri Lefebvre and by cultural theorist Michel
de Certeau, a number of theorists emphasize the role architecture
plays in “real life,” in the “here and now,” and not in abstract truths.
Lefebvre in Everyday Life in the Modern World (1984), and de
Certeau in The Practice of Everyday Life (1984), depict the disciplin-
ary power of technology in society; in doing so, they also reveal how
society resists technology even in the most ordinary spaces. For ex-
ample, they argue that consumption is not just a negative force, but
that it is also an arena of freedom, choice, creativity, and invention.
Influenced by the ideas of Lefebvre and de Certeau, Mary McLeod
has published an article entitled, “Everyday and ‘Other’ Spaces,” in
which she explores the freedoms, joys, and diversity of “the network
of antidiscipline” in everyday spaces.17 McLeod argues that the most
influential critic to stress issues of the “everyday” in architecture was
a nonarchitect, Jane Jacobs, whose book The Death and Life of Great
American Cities (1961) had a powerful impact on a whole generation
of social and architectural critics. McLeod writes: “She [Jacobs]
comes closest to realizing de Certeau’s plea for an account of cities,
not from the bird’s-eye view, but from the experience of the pedes-

trian, the everyday user. And the terrain she describes is very differ-
ent from that traversed by Baudelaire’s flaneurs, from Foucault’s pris-
ons and brothels, or from Situationist bars and gypsy encampments.
What is invoked in her description of New York City’s West Village
and Boston’s North End is an informal public life: the world of the
stoop, the neighborhood bakery, the dry cleaning establishment, and
most importantly, the street; and with these come new subjects—
mothers in the park, children, grocers, and newsstand attendants.”18

Since the 1970s, a number of architects as well as architectural
theorists have invoked the idea of everyday experience in order to
critique modernism’s functional determinism. Christian Norberg
Schultz’s phenomenological critique of modernism, Denise Scott
Brown and Robert Venturi’s polemic for a historicist populist archi-
tecture, Roger Scruton’s argument for recognizing the cognitive role
of the aesthetic, and the Independent Group’s appreciation of com-
mercial life as an alternative to both modernist abstraction and dep-
rivations of postwar Britain have all addressed the issue of the
everyday experience of architecture. Indeed, these diverse attempts
to embrace the small scale, the complex, the historical, the popular,
the vernacular, the decorative, and the ordinary have provided pow-
erful theoretical alternatives to modernism. But how does the invo-
cation of the everyday help us in resolving the current problem of
architecture’s complicity with politics? McLeod addresses this issue
and points out that “the ordinary can easily become a rationalization
of market forces and passive consumption.”19 She cites postmodern
architecture as an example and shows how it reduced the everyday
to populist revival. But, to me, this reading also brings to surface the
epistemological dilemma inherent in our current thinking. If the
ordinary is so easily subsumed by market forces, then should we
completely abandon discussing everyday experience of architecture?
In other words, can we take experience seriously while being aware
of architecture’s tenuous relationship with politics?

In order to free ourselves from the present predicament we
need to rethink our theorizing of architecture. I believe that aes-
thetic perception is not just socially or politically constructed expe-
rience, but is a mode of evaluation that is rational. I have developed
my understanding by drawing upon the Realist account of knowl-
edge developed by analytic philosophers and literary theorists such
as Hilary Putnam, Nelson Goodman, and Satya P. Mohanty.20 In
their writings, they propose a sophisticated account of objectivity
by reexamining the actual nature of the “hard” sciences, and by in-
terpreting them as complex, coordinated social practices. In so do-
ing, they provide an alternative to postmodern skepticism.

Hilary Putnam, in Reason, Truth and History (1981), questions
the association of rational thinking with scientific thinking; in doing
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so, he challenges the idea that science alone provides the true descrip-
tions of reality. Putnam shows how scientific inquiry, much like the
humanities, is holistic and relational relying on a number of preexist-
ing assumptions. He develops a broader understanding of rationality
and objectivity and shows how these are not only central to studies in
ethics and value theory, but are also crucial to understanding inquiry
in the sciences.21 Satya Mohanty, in Literary Theory and the Claims of
History: Postmodernism, Objectivity, MultiCultural Politics (1997)
builds on Putnam’s ideas; more directly, he addresses the skeptical
strands of postmodern thought and shows how they are both theoreti-
cally and politically inhibiting. He points out that the older, positiv-
ists’ view of objectivity is fundamentally flawed because it establishes
a false subject–object split in which subjectivity is diametrically op-
posed to objectivity. This reductive split does not recognize any cog-
nitive value gained from subjective experiences. In his book, Mohanty
develops a Realist account of knowledge as an alternative to
postmodern skepticism and demonstrates the continuity between
theory and subjective experience, and the larger relation between sub-
jective experience and objective knowledge.22 On the other hand,
Nelson Goodman in Languages of Art: An Approach to a Theory of Sym-
bols (1968) deals more directly with art and argues that aesthetics is a
branch of epistemology. Goodman emphasizes that in this form of
knowing—understanding a work of art is not a matter of appreciat-
ing it, or having an “aesthetic experience” of it, but is a matter of in-
terpreting it correctly. According to Goodman, emotions function
cognitively and play a central role in developing aesthetic awareness.23

Drawing upon these accounts of knowledge developed by
Goodman, Mohanty, and Putnam, I argue that our experience of
architecture involves a combination of aesthetic perception, evalu-
ation, and cognition, and relies on the discernment of a dense par-
ticularity of human feeling not adequately theorized by the rational
thought of positivism. Rationality herein is understood broadly; it
is not opposed to passion. Both emotions and imagination are es-
sential to rational choice as well as to many acts of aesthetic cogni-
tion. This broader understanding of rationality is closely related to
the Aristotelian idea of practical reasoning. In contrast to deductive
reasoning in which a conclusion follows necessarily from the stated
premises, practical reasoning leads to action. In practical reasoning,
one cannot proceed from stated premises to a conclusion, as there
is no general positive premise of the form “Always do X.”24 For ex-
ample, a statement such as “Always park your car in space number
10,” cannot be taken as a starting point for reasoning what to do,
unless this statement is hemmed in by particular clauses such as “if
it is available” or “if it is a weekend or a holiday.” Aristotle points
out that such modifying clauses can be infinite. Practical reasoning

requires an imaginative construction of the whole from an indefi-
nite number of particulars and this process of construction is active.

I use this understanding to argue that practical reasoning is
inherent in experiencing architecture. Aesthetic experience, like an
action, is the conclusion of an argument.25 In contrast to sensations
such as the beating of one’s heart, our attitudes toward and our be-
liefs about architecture are intentional states of mind. Intentional
states of mind have a direction; the inclination to do something is
one subcategory of these states. Our experience of architecture is
intentional because it includes a conception of the object on which
it focuses. In claiming this intentionality, I want to stress that we
have the capacity to justify and describe what our experience is
about, and this involves an informal process of deliberation. We are
not passive. We do not merely experience objects, which inhabit a
separate realm as the familiar object–subject split suggests. We are
active. Our aesthetic judgments involve “taking responsibility” for
a justification of the acts, feelings, perceptions experienced and are
open to transformation by rational criticism. More importantly, our
judgments are crucial indices of our relationships with our world;
and to stress their cognitive nature is to underscore that they can be
susceptible to varying degrees of social constructions and yet can be
the source of objective knowledge.

For example, it would be meaningless to claim that “I agree
that a walk through Louis Kahn’s Salk Institute is like walking in a
monastic cloister, but I don’t experience it that way.” This shows
that, in order for one to agree with an aesthetic judgment, one must
experience the (art) object in accordance with that judgment. Fur-
thermore, a judgment like “Louis Kahn’s Salk Institute is, meta-
phorically, a monastic cloister” distinguishes itself from mere
explanation in that it has an ability to change experience through
arguments grounded in particulars. By the time we come to perceive
the Salk Institute in this way, we have already deliberated about it.
The serenity of the Salk Institute, the repetitive vocabulary of the
building, the courtyard with a central channel of water, the concrete
frame and teak cubicles, and even, perhaps, the idea of a religious
experience in a monastic complex—all contribute to our “reading”
of the Institute. Such an interpretation of the Salk Institute high-
lights the fact that our judgments are not abstract statements di-
rectly complicit with politics, as argued by the postmodernists. Our
judgments, on the contrary, are grounded in particulars. Our abil-
ity to change our judgments and to alter others’ by arguments
grounded in particulars underscores the rational nature of judg-
ments and their potential to resist politics. The relationship of the
aesthetic to the political thus cannot be theorized by “anti-
aestheticizing,” as the postmodernists suggest. Instead, an under-
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standing of the broader role the aesthetic plays in our social, moral,
and political lives is crucial.

To explain this idea let us sketch a scenario in which we di-
rectly address the question of objective knowledge and architecture’s
relationship to politics. Let us assume two agents who claim very dif-
ferent experiences of the Crystal Palace. In this scenario, the agents’
knowledge and experience of the building is derived solely from rep-
resentations, drawings, and documents. For agent A, it represents a
technologically advanced building for its time, with a rational and
innovative use of materials and methods of production enabling the
construction of a weightless and flowing form. Let us also suppose
that A associates the physical qualities of the building such as trans-
parency and blurring of the boundaries between the exterior and in-
terior with ideals of being socially open and democratic. For agent
B, on the other hand, the seemingly innocent and pure expression of
the Crystal  Palace is deceptive  because the building fosters
commodification with a remarkable mastery of capitalist ideals. For
B to show A that there is another way to experience and form a judg-
ment about the Crystal Palace would require that B draw A’s atten-
tion to the particulars—the way in which transparency both
empowers the viewer to see through the structure, and disempowers
the viewer by not allowing escape from being viewed; the way in
which the palace’s alternating reflective and transparent state trans-
form the viewer into a voyeur whose eye has the power of appropria-
tion without purchase. And the very idea of an experience limited to
looking through a transparent surface conceals the fact that one can
see but not touch, see but not hear, see but not speak, and so forth.26

In this process of deliberation (which is “practical reasoning”
in Aristotelian terms), the end is not an abstract conclusion derived
from deductive reasoning, but is a transformatory experience in
which A comes to recognize and read the Crystal Palace differently;
that is, it involves a reconstruction of the Crystal Palace in A’s mind
from an “infinite” number of particulars.27 B’s pointing out the par-
ticulars, such as the illusory operation of a transparent surface, does
not necessarily imply that there is a logical connection between
transparency and the judgment it supports. Rather it is a form of
practical reasoning in which one can sift through particulars with-
out committing oneself to abstract general concepts. Furthermore,
the fact that A comes to agree with B’s judgment does not in any
way assume that B’s judgment represents the truth that is deduc-
tively inferred. Rather B’s judgment represents a truth that can only
be imaginatively perceived, and thus the judgment remains open to
modification through rational deliberation.

A’s coming to read the Crystal Palace differently also suggests
an enhancement in A’s sensibility and imagination—a realization

about the invisible tactics of capitalism, ways in which physical forms
can be used for manipulative ends, and how a reading of an archi-
tectural form in purely aesthetic, formal, or technical terms does not
adequately represent the full engagement of architecture in our so-
cial and political lives. Hence, one could argue that the process by
which A has come to read the Crystal Palace as an artful player of
capitalist ideals is rational. This does not imply that such experience
is dispassionate, but that it occurs because of and through emotions
and imagination. Furthermore, that the Crystal Palace no longer ex-
ists reinforces the point that what counts as “real” does not rest solely
on the physical and experiential attributes of a real object, but upon
how our experience of reality is continuously informed and trans-
formed by our theoretical, cultural, and political knowledge.

I use this scenario to illustrate the larger argument of this paper
that such personal conflicts and arguments bring to the surface the
rational character of our experience of architecture.28 Our experiences
of architecture do not simply describe a fully independent “real” ob-
ject with a fixed degree of evidence, but attempt to articulate what is
initially disordered or largely unintelligible. To perceive architecture
in its full context, in its replete particularity, one requires imagination
to construct the whole.29 Imagination, herein, plays a central role in
the acts of cognition and rational choice and contrasts with the con-
cept of imagination as a flight of fancy. In fact, imagination focuses
more on reality than on fancy. Our experiences of this reality are evalu-
ations; they reflect what we hold important, worthy, or fulfilling.
Therefore, in all acts of imaginative reconstruction that are mediated
by our social, theoretical, and political knowledge, we make architec-
ture accessible and/or inaccessible in new ways. As a result, our expe-
riences can be more or less correct, and can be subject to normative
claims. Furthermore, since our perceptions of architecture represent a
form of practical reasoning, these perceptions are rational and evalua-
tive in a manner that leaves room for re-evaluation. The Realist con-
ception of knowledge proposed here, while taking into account
postmodern claims about the constructed nature of our experience of
architecture—that is, experiences change with increased knowledge as
well as political or social context—argues that constructedness does not
ipso facto make it arbitrary or unstable, and stresses the cognitive and
evaluative nature of our experience of architecture.

Objectivity and Political Complicity

The important question that follows from the above discussion is
this: Can we criticize the Crystal Palace (which has been seen as
complicit with capitalist and colonial practices) without abandon-
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ing a claim to objective knowledge? Is the Crystal Palace’s technique
of management bad in itself, or because of the political ends it
served? In the Realist view of knowledge proposed here, the analy-
ses and observations that reveal the complicity of the Crystal Pal-
ace with the dominant political power (such as B’s observations) in
fact represent attempts at providing a more objective explanation of
architecture’s relationship with politics. For alternative strategies to
resist power, we must often depend upon observations such as B’s
as well as the knowledge created by conflicts, such as the one be-
tween A and B. Such conflicts also help to highlight the dependence
of our judgments and our experiences on our respective
subjectivities. That is, how our subjectivities enable us to read the
world by both facilitating  and inhibiting knowledge in specific
ways. For instance, a critique of the Crystal Palace that argues that
subjects in the Palace were under constant surveillance because they
could not escape the condition of being viewed will sound less ab-
stract, and less inimical, when we acknowledge the historical ac-
counts of the everyday lives of the subjects, and see how they
resisted this surveillance. This knowledge—subjects’ different expe-
riences of the building, the possible resistance through the creation
of sheltered enclaves to the all-embracing transparency, and the
patterns of movement that may have resisted the building’s linear
organization—could provide designing strategies to resist power.

But can we deduce objective knowledge uncritically from the
“lived experience” of a subject? Is this emphasis on the lived experience
a sentimental response? Mohanty, who has emphasized the continu-
ity between subjective experience and objective knowledge, argues that
the lived experience may be sincerely felt by a subject, but whether we
consider it legitimate or illusory depends on the examination of the
specifics of the context.30 Let us, once again, consider A’s reading of
the Crystal Palace from the previous example. Given our current theo-
retical perspective about the complicity of the Crystal Palace with capi-
talism and colonialism, we may evaluate A’s observations that the
flowing transparent forms of the Crystal Palace represent morally cor-
rect ideals of open and democratic space as an illusion (despite our
sympathy with A’s social and political views). The illusory as well as
the cognitive components are open to analysis and evaluation on the
basis of empirical research and theoretical accounts of our current so-
cial and political arrangements.31 Thus, acknowledging that we have
the capacity to evaluate our aesthetic experiences (including emotions)
is not a romantic or a sentimental response to the problem of
architecture’s relation to politics. Instead, it is a pragmatic recognition
of the political significance of the experience of architecture.

Another point is that changes in theoretical language reflect
knowledge acquisition.32 Let us once again consider the rational ex-

change that has occurred between A and B. Assuming that A did
come to agree with B’s judgment, if A is asked to justify her experi-
ence of the Crystal Palace, A is likely to describe these particulars:
technically advanced for its time; an innovative use of materials and
methods of production; a weightless and flowing form; and a re-
markable mastery of capitalist ideals. A’s knowledge of the Crystal
Palace has been enhanced and enlarged by this rational exchange,
and this understanding of politics has enabled a more objective view-
point. Moreover, this analysis underscores that B’s justifications have
not functioned merely as linguistic generalizations; they have con-
tributed to knowledge much the same way as new empirical hypoth-
eses and evidence do. Here one may also see the parallels in the
exchange between A and B and the shift in our perceptions from
“abstract” and “autonomous” to postmodern notions of “culturally
constructed” and “politically complicit” buildings. When one sees
this shift as a process of theory change through which particulars
have been added, and a more objective viewpoint has been acquired,
the postmodern interest in politics then does not appear to be as
radical a revolution in thinking as its polemics make it out to be.

Historiography of the Crystal Place:
An Epistemological Enterprise

In order to illustrate this argument, I will briefly review how the
Crystal Palace was initially accepted and categorized by critics and
architectural historians and how changes in the theoretical percep-
tion of the definition of architecture have informed its history.
James Fergusson, in History of the Modern Styles of Architecture
(1873) cites the Crystal Palace as one of the sources of the “Mod-
ern Styles.” His entire discussion, however, revolves around the
controversy it inspired: Was the Crystal Palace a work of architec-
ture or of engineering? Fergusson claims that, “As first proposed,
the Hyde Park Crystal Palace, though an admirable piece of Civil
Engineering, had no claim to be considered as architectural design.
Use, and use only, pervaded every arrangement, and it was not or-
namented to such an extent as to elevate it into the class of Fine
Arts. The subsequent introduction of the arched transept, with the
consequent arrangements at each end and on each side, did much
to bring it within that category.”33 In Fergusson’s opinion, the re-
erected building at Sydenham, on the other hand, “has a far greater
claim to rank among the important architectural objects of the
world.” Its huge scale, its truthful construction, and its ornamental
arrangement qualify it to be architecture with a capital, “A.” He
argues that while the Crystal Palace possesses these three “great ele-
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ments of architectural design, it is deficient in two others.” One is
an “insufficient amount of decoration” which does not allow the
Palace to be altogether taken “out of the category of first-class en-
gineering, and to make it entirely an object of Fine Art.” But its
greatest defect, Fergusson maintains, is “that it wants solidity, and
that appearance of permanence and durability indispensable to
make it really architectural in the strict meaning of the word.”34

It is only much later in Nikolaus Pevsner’s Pioneers of Mod-
ern Movement: From William Morris to Walter Gropius (1937), that
the Crystal Palace is accepted as much as a feat of engineering as it
is an “outstanding work of architecture.”35 Pevsner recognizes that
“the progress of engineering during the nineteenth century has
passed unappreciated,” a progress, which he claims, is “as consistent
and grandiose as that of Romanesque and Gothic architecture.”36 In
the revised edition of Pioneers of Modern Design: From William
Morris to Walter Gropius (1964), Pevsner includes a more extended
description of the Crystal Palace. This description, full of modifi-
ers, is carefully reasoned and justified. For example, Paxton is de-
scribed as an “outsider,” and the Crystal Palace as a “temporary”
structure. Furthermore, Pevsner considers it important to explain
that an “outsider” would not have dared such an “unprecedented
design” had it not been for the temporary nature of the building.
Nevertheless, Pevsner acknowledges that the Crystal palace is an
outstanding building. In Pevsner’s own words:

What makes Paxton’s building the outstanding example of mid-
nineteenth-century iron and glass architecture was rather its
enormous size—1851 feet long, that is, much longer than the
palace of Versailles—the absence of any other materials, and the
use of an ingenious system of prefabrication for the iron and
glass parts, based on a twenty-four-foot grid adopted through-
out. Only by means of prefabrication could a building of such
size be erected in the miraculously short time of ten months. It
is quite likely that even Paxton, the outsider, would not have
dared such an unprecedented procedure and such an unprec-
edented design, if he had not worked for a temporary building.
However, the fact that the Crystal Palace was re-erected in 1854
at Sydenham near London for a more permanent purpose
proves that the new beauty of metal and glass had caught the
fancy of progressive Victorians and of the public at large.37

While Pevsner recognizes the Crystal Palace as one of the many
English contributions to the modern movement, it is Henry Russell
Hitchcock, who, in his 1937 MoMA show “Modern Architecture in
England,” describes Paxton’s project as “the most prophetic monu-

ment of the mid-nineteenth century, a monument often hailed with
pardonable exaggeration as the first modern building.”38 Hitchcock’s
main concern is to mark the lineage of Modern design and he sees the
Crystal Palace as a direct ancestor of modern architecture. In subse-
quent histories of modern architecture, the prefabrication of its inter-
changeable parts is recognized as the most important contribution of
the Crystal Palace. As Ralph Lieberman points out, the construction
process of the Crystal Palace symbolized a modernity in which we
were “as far as we can [sic] be from the jealously guarded knowledge
of medieval masons; the modern age was to replace secret techniques
with building methods as publicly known as and as universally repro-
ducible as a scientific experiment.”39

The significance of the Crystal Place as a metaphor exemplify-
ing modernity is later taken up as a central theme in Marshall
Berman’s All that Is Solid Melts into Air (1988). For Berman the role
of Crystal Palace as a metaphor for fancy, a metaphor for an “unreal”
reality, and a metaphor for a dark and dismal modernity, is crucial.
His analysis reveals the role the building has played—both literal and
metaphorical—in literature, fiction, and history. In Berman’s book,
the tendency of solid material to decompose and melt is argued to be
the basic fact of modern life and the Crystal Palace emerges as its
quintessential representation.40 Berman’s discussion of Dostoevsky’s
Notes from Underground reveals how the fantasy of the Crystal Palace
was more dismal than its reality. Citing Dostoevsky’s fantasy of the
Crystal Place, Berman points out that, wherever the process of mod-
ernization has not emerged from within, modernism takes on a fan-
tastic character.  According to Berman, Dostoevsky’s fantasy of the
Crystal Palace as representing western mechanical view of the world
was more dismal than the creative ingenuity of its design and concep-
tion. Written at a time when modernism was being radically ques-
tioned, Berman’s discussion of Dosteovsky’s Underground Man’s fear
becomes very relevant. The Underground Man’s suspicion of the
building’s pure crystalline form is expressed most clearly in the fol-
lowing passage: “You believe in the crystal edifice indestructible for
all eternity, the kind that you could never stick your tongue out at on
the sly or thumb your nose at secretly. Well, perhaps the reason I am
afraid of that edifice is that it is crystal and indestructible for all eter-
nity and one can’t even stick one’s tongue out at it on the sly.”41

In her article entitled, “The Invisible Mask,” Andrea Kahn
focuses on this fear and explores the “invisible” ways by which the
Crystal Palace controls and disciplines space. Kahn compares the
Crystal Palace to Jeremy Bentham’s panopticon and argues that both
constitute “an apparatus of covert control based on the manipulation
of lines of sight.” Kahn points a number of ways by which the Crys-
tal Palace manipulates and legitimizes control: how it allies the act
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of shopping with the act of observing nature, how its power derives
from diffusion rather than constraint, how the opportunity to see
and be seen provides the masses with a false sense of power that ob-
scures and legitimizes their economic powerlessness, and so forth.42

From the above discussion, it is clear that changes in our knowl-
edge of the Crystal Place have been informed by theoretical shifts in the
definition of architecture. For Fergusson, architecture belonged to the
realm of Fine Arts and his most important task was to justify the build-
ing as architecture with a capital “A.” For Pevsner and Hitchcock, the
importance of the building lay in tracing its lineage within Modernism;
their most important task was to show the contribution of English
nineteenth-century engineering. In subsequent histories, written dur-
ing the second half of the twentieth-century, the building continued to
be mentioned for its unique process of prefabrication. In fact, its
method of construction became more important to architectural his-
tory than its design or its relation to ideology and colonialism. In
Marshall Berman’s writing, the Palace is transformed into the quintes-
sential metaphor for modernity, including its darker aspects. But it is
Andrea Kahn’s interpretation of the Crystal Palace determined by her
postmodern thesis that, “architecture is the disciplinization of space,
and that perceptions in architecture exert a covert control” that enables
us to read the building as an insidious player of capitalism. In the above
example, new theories of architecture have contributed to our under-
standing of the Crystal Palace the same way as new empirical evidence.
This brings to the surface the fundamental disciplinary divide that ex-
ists between architectural history and architectural theory. Postmodern
theorists have rightly pointed to the constructed nature of knowledge,
enabling us not to take historical facts at face value, but to understand
them with respect to their theoretical interpretation. However, while
pointing out that truth, rationality, aesthetics, and objectivity are so-
cial and cultural constructions, they also deny their role in knowledge
acquisition. Because of such skepticism, postmodern theory has ceased
to play a cognitive role. The problem today is not that history with a
capital “H” is considered the only source of knowledge, but that theory
with a capital “T” teaches us to be skeptical of all forms of knowing. It
is important to recognize that new theoretical justifications and judg-
ments inform knowledge; however, these judgments need to be
grounded in particulars of its object—its experience, its emotional and
cognitive aspects.

Afterword

Ever since postmodernism made us aware of how our aesthetic
judgments can be politically complicit, we have become extremely

skeptical of any discussion of values, evaluations, and judgments.
Such an attitude overlooks the basic evaluations inherent in our
capacity to notice things, to make comparisons, to posit connec-
tions, and to see architectural forms as intelligible wholes. As sug-
gested by the analysis of the Crystal Palace, some evaluations, from
vaguely felt aesthetic and ethical judgments to developed normative
theories of right and wrong, will not only enable us to distinguish
between the varying degrees architecture has been complicit with
politics, they will also empower us to imagine and conceive of al-
ternative strategies outside the regime of surveillance and control.
Furthermore, the fact that objective explanations, in the Realist
view of knowledge, are concomitant with struggles against political
complicity underscores how and why objective knowledge should
not be allowed to sunder the realm of “hard facts” from the realm
of values. In a similar vein, aesthetic experience also should not be
theorized by separating it from its role in moral cognition.

Moreover, we do not just evaluate. In reality, we are also ca-
pable of reflecting upon our larger values, say, about our moral or
political world.43 This capacity—for a self-conscious reflection and
evaluation of our actions and desires—underlies basic human ratio-
nality. Our aesthetic values are forms of practical reasoning and our
responses, when we are called upon to justify them, can be deeply
emotional and rational.44  But it is not enough to recognize that our
values are arguable. What is more important to recognize is that
what we perceive as the real world depends upon our values. Our
values are characterized by their depth and by the extent to which
they bring order to our experience. In dealing with ways our values
influence our experiences and are mediated by social and political
constructions, we are dealing with subjective aspects of objectivity.
The objectivity that we seek is not the familiar disinterested theo-
retical inquiry. It is a reasonable hope for objective knowledge that
stems from particular kinds of social practices.45 Once we ground
our judgments in the “real” world of architecture (scale, propor-
tions, and rhythms of buildings and urban spaces) as well as in his-
torical and theoretical accounts,  the political significance of
architecture will have meaning not only for architectural theorists,
but for architects as well.
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